(i) In physical science a first essential step in the direction of learning any subject is to 112 find principles of numerical reckoning and practicable methods for measuring some 113 quality connected with it. I often say that when you can measure what you are speaking 114 about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot 115 measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meager and 116 unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely in your 117 thoughts advanced to the stage of science, whatever the matter may be. 118 Lord Kelvin (1883) 119 120 121 122 (ii)…we have learned to appreciate the complexity and perfection of the cellular 123 mechanisms, miniaturized to the utmost at the molecular level, which reveal within the 124 cell an unparalleled knowledge of the laws of physics and chemistry 125 Albert Claude (1974) 1. Introduction 135 136 The emergence of cellular life, both in the context of life's historical origins and 137 current research on 'synthesizing life', is one of the most complicated and least 138 understood natural phenomena (Bernal, 1967; Lahav, 1999; Szostak et al., 2001; Luisi, 139 2006; Rassmusen et al., 2008; Gibson et al., 2010; Church & Regis, 2012) . Arguably, the 140 Big Bang about ~13.6 billion years ago is better documented (by cosmic microwave 141 background radiation) than the chemical and physical processes that can give rise to living 142 cells. 143 The fact that living cells are non-equilibrium chemical systems suggests that life can 144 emerge only from non-equilibrium chemical systems. Chemical non-equilibrium systems 145 that continuously evolve arise naturally when solar irradiation strikes the surfaces of 146 rotating planets (Spitzer & Poolman, 2009 ). The resulting cycling gradients of 147 temperature, water activity, radiation, etc. drove planetary chemistriesthe Earth's 148 'prebiotic soup' of chemicals (Bada & Lazcano, 2003 )toward the contingent emergence 149 of 'primitive life', and eventually toward progenotes and Last Universal Common 150 Ancestors (Woese & Fox, 1977a, b; Woese 1998) ; at that point, about 3.5 billion years 151 ago (Allwood et al., 2007) , Earth's chemical evolution became coexistent with biological 152 evolution. The 'bottom-up' processes of prebiotic evolution can be investigated in 153 chemical engineering simulators of Hadean Earth, with planetary sciences and 154 geochemistry defining plausible initial conditions (Spitzer, 2013) . 155 In this review, I take a complementary 'top-down' biological perspective and argue 156 for experiments with cycling physicochemical gradients that act on a complex mixture of 157 biomacromolecules obtained by killing a population of bacteria; the resulting 'biotic soup' 158 contains all the 'biochemistry' needed to make living states emerge de novo. These 159 experiments will clarify how the 'architecture of living states'their spatiotemporal 160 structuringevolves from a mixture of 'dead' biomolecules and biomacromolecules 161 (Harold, 2005) . 162 As this approach reduces the complexity of life's emergence to a well-defined though 163 still very complicated physicochemical process, I will startby way of an extended 164 introductionwith general observations on the complexities of matter as differentiated by 165 physics, chemistry and biology, on the irreducibility of biology to chemistry and physics, 166 and on the transition from plausible speculations about life's emergence to the new 167 sciences of astrobiology and synthetic protocell biology (cf. Lord Kelvin counsel [i]). 168 These introductory points expound the unique quandary of Darwinian (biological) 169 evolutionthe elusive nature of 'life's designers or drivers': they are here rendered as 170 persistently cycling physicochemical gradients. 171 172 1.1. The autonomy of physics, chemistry and biology 173 174 Theories and models of physics and chemistry have an extraordinary explanatory 175 power derived from extensive use of high-level mathematics; in comparison, biology is 176 generally perceived as having a different (less quantifiable) theoretical foundation (Mayr, 177 1996 (Mayr, 177 , 2007 Krakauer, 2011; Phillips et al., 2009 ). Yet cytologists have known for some 178 time that the living cellthe unit of biological matterknows within itself the laws of 179 physics and chemistry better than we can currently understand them; that there is nothing 180 else within the cell but chemistry and physics -no teleological force to guide its 181 evolution, no chance to play the tape of evolution again (Hinshelwood, 1946; Gould, 182 1989; cf. Albert Claude's observation [ii] ). We thus remain astonished at the 183 physicochemical complexity of the cell, especially the spatiotemporal complexities of 184 very small bacterial cells during their cell cyclehow they function as unique 185 electrochemical systems converting environmental chemicals and energy into copies of 186 themselves (Mitchell, 1979; Spitzer & Poolman, 2005 , 2013 Spitzer, 2011) . The 187 question then is this: "How could simple (bacteria-like) cells come about de novonow, 188 in the laboratory, or at any time in the Universe?" 189 Physics explains inanimate matter in terms of partial differential equations, be they Biology has still fewer differential equations than chemistry; perhaps the best known 209 is the Lotka-Volterra system of non-linear equations for prey-predator population 210 dynamics. There are also fewer empirical laws, for example the statistical laws of 211 Mendelian genetics, the Monod and other models of bacterial growth, and Michaelis-212 Menten enzyme kinetics (which is essentially a chemical model). The lesser degree of 213 quantification in biology arises from the fact that living cells and organisms are too 214 complex (or complicated) in relation to inanimate matter. Experiments with populations 215 of bacterial cells are harder to quantify than those with 'dead' chemicals, because 216 individual cells do not stay chemically identical as they increase in volume and split into 217 two 'imperfect' copiesor in biologists' language, 'as they reproduce and evolve'; at 218 cellular and subcellular levels, populations of bacterial cells are inherently heterogeneous 219 (Neidhardt et al., 1990; Kell et al., 1991; Losick & Desplan, 2008) . In comparison, a 220 glycerol molecule for example, no matter by which chemical reaction it is (re)produced, is 221 a rather constant and stable entity, carbon isotope effects notwithstanding. 222 Some aspects of cellular complexity can be understood when we consider the 223 complexity of matter in general, going from physics to chemistry and from chemistry to 224 biology. Physics deals with mass − 'everything' has some mass (measured in kilograms); 225 laws governing physical mass do not depend on its chemical composition, e.g. Newton's 226 laws of gravitation or viscosity. Chemistry differentiates mass as chemical mass with an 227 infinity of molecules and ions, including charged and uncharged polymers, all made up 228 from about 90 kinds of elemental atoms, and all having distinct atomic and molecular 229 masses (measured in grams per mole). Biology differentiates chemical mass as 'living' 230 mass made up from an infinity of biological cells, all of them (or most, at any rate) having 231 genes encoded by nucleic acids (measured in base-pairs). The totality of genes defines the 232 identity of the cell and guides its reproduction during the cell cycle in a given 233 environment. Thus chemistry and biology are autonomous sciences (Mayr, 1996 (Mayr, , 2007 234 dealing with their own 'infinite kinds' of complex matter, undergirded by the general laws 235 of (mathematical) physics; however, where these sciences overlap, they provide a 236 'deeper', more fundamental (mathematical) understanding of the complexity of matter in 237 general, no matter whether the initial impetus comes from physics, chemistry or biology. 238 Physics, particularly nuclear physics and quantum physics, clearly, has been 239 astonishingly successful in explaining the origin, structure and properties of atoms (and 240 hence the fundamental understanding of the periodic table and chemical bonds), and in 241 theorizing about natural phenomena (e.g. interactions of electromagnetic radiation with 242 matter that led to a multitude of spectroscopic methods, or the band theory of electrical 243 conductors and semi-conductors that gave vacuum tubes, transistors, integrated circuits 244 and sophisticated electronic devices). Physical instrumental techniques have proven 245 immensely useful to chemists and biologists; X-ray diffraction in particular has become a 246 key tool to determine the molecular structures of a multitude of polymeric materials, e.g. 247 alumino-silicates (Pauling,) , proteins (Perutz, Kendrew), and nucleic acidsthe famous 248 X-ray spots of Franklin's DNA preparations that yielded the chemical explanation of 249 biological heredity by Watson, Crick and Wilkins. However, physics cannot predict the 250 infinite number of possible chemical molecules, particularly polymers whose molecular 251 mass may become very large (approach 'infinity'); physics cannot predict the stability of 252 chemical compounds when exposed to different environmental conditions (e.g. water, 253 temperature, irradiation), and physics cannot predict the methods of their syntheses 254 (Krakauer, 2011) . Bathybius haeckelii , is noteworthy in this regard (Rice, 1983; Welch, 1984) . 301 Even though our knowledge of life's emergence de novo has remained speculative 302 (Oparin, 1924; Bernal, 1967; Shapiro, 1986) , such speculations do represent the beginning 303 of scientific knowledge, which ought to lead to sound hypotheses and quantitative 
Why do bacterial cells appear so complex?
346 347 I take a simplifying physicochemical approach to understanding (biological, bacterial) 348 complexity, which has been described in terms such as: emergent behavior, self-assembly, When the process errors in the cell cycle are negligibly small, one cellular micro-853 reactor will give rise to two copies with vanishingly small differencesonly ideal 854 biological cells are then produced, and the micro-reactor will not have effectively 855 evolved. In chemical engineering language, the production is within the product's 856 specifications, for example the level of unreacted starting materials (and other impurities) 857 is acceptably small. 858 Larger process errors (but non-fatal) make the difference between the two copies quite Darwinian evolution then appears naturally as a consequence of non-ideal cellular With the advent of synthetic biology, however, the contingent unintentional 917 Darwinian evolution will cease in the next 1000 years, as intentionally designed genetic 918 improvements will become the accelerating evolutionary mechanism for Homo sapiens 919 (Church and Regis, 2012). More research is needed on how the brain works as a highly 920 evolved 'computer wetware', as well as the neuronal connections between the brain and 921 the sensory organs that monitor and respond to the environment. 'Watson', the hardware 922 solid-state computer, did great playing Jeopardybut will 'he (or she or it)' think of states' could be detected under cycling non-equilibrium conditions. In principle, we 954 could discover how to 'stoke' a multicomponent, multiphase and crowded biochemical 955 system into a dynamic semi-biological existence, perhaps in the form of (fast evolving) 956 progenotes. 957 958 959 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 960 961 I thank: Bert Poolman for discussions and collaboration on the structuring of bacterial cells via 962 physicochemical forces, particularly of ionic nature; Elio Schaechter for interest and advising on 963 the relationships between the growth rates of bacteria and their physical (morphological) 964 appearance, and for his help with my blog contribution at 965 http://schaechter.asmblog.org/schaechter/2013/03/feynman-said-just-look-at-the-thing-.html; 966
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